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t is seen as the future of computer-based research -if only the gatekeepers would let scientists in. Researchers have complained bitterly over the past year that publishers do not allow them to use computer programs to download and crawl across the text of research articles, a methodology known as text mining that can reveal large-scale patterns in the studies (see 'Uses of text mining').
Fearful that their content might be freely redistributed, publishers tend to block programs that they find crawling the full text of articles, making no exceptions for users who have paid for access. They give permission only on a caseby-case basis to those who negotiate agreements on access and use. Now, the European Commission (EC) and publishers' consortia are trying to craft clearer rules. But complaints last month to an EC group set up to discuss text and data mining suggest that disagreements are still rife.
"Data-and text-mining techniques … could hold the key to the next medical breakthrough, if only we freed them from their current legal tangle," Neelie Kroes, vice-president of the European Commission, told a Brussels intellectual-property summit last September.
Publishers say that so far, few researchers are asking permission to mine text. Still, Amsterdam-based publisher Elsevier says that computer robots crawling its ScienceDirect site made up 4% of total web traffic on the platform in 2012, almost twice the level in 2011. Whatever the intention of such programs, the figure suggests that machines, not just humans, are increasingly poring over articles.
Raul Rodriguez-Esteban, a computational biologist at drug company Boehringer Ingelheim in Ridgefield, Connecticut, says that he ran 160 text-mining queries in 2012. In one, he searched more than 23,000 articles to pick out hundreds of proteins that could relieve a mouse model of multiple sclerosis. He then sketched a network of other proteins that interacted with them, and found new potential drug targets. Academic researchers covet this capability, but say that it takes months or years to negotiate agreements. It took Max Haeussler at the University of Santa Cruz, California, three years to get the rights to download 3 million articles, from which he extracts DNA data to annotate an online map of the human genome (see Nature 483, 134-135; 2012) .
Later this year, the United Kingdom will make text mining for non-commercial purposes exempt from copyright, potentially allowing scientists to mine any content they have paid for. Text miners want the EC to do the same. "The slogan that is doing the rounds among users currently is: 'the right to read is the right to mine' ," says John McNaught, deputy director of the National Centre for Text Mining at the University of Manchester, UK.
But the EC's working group to discuss text and data mining, set up this year, has already run into controversy. After a meeting on 4 February, researchers and librarians complained that the group was discussing only how to work with text-mining licences, not how to exempt text mining from copyright. "This will only raise barriers to the adoption of this technology and make computer-based research in many instances impossible, " they wrote on 26 February in a letter to Kroes and three other European commissioners, who have not yet responded.
A second meeting on 8 March provided little assurance that exceptions would be seriously considered, says Ross Mounce of the University of Bath, UK, who is using text mining to extract trees of evolutionary relationships from the literature. The EC working group hopes to reach a conclusion by the end of the year.
The situation is better in the United States, where some lawyers think that text mining might be permitted by 'fair use' rights, which allow snippets of text to be freely copied. But no one knows for sure, and many researchers are wary of testing the bounds of this legal grey area.
Some publishers say that unrestricted text mining could strain their servers, and so agreements will always be needed to specify when and how articles may be downloaded. CrossRef, a non-profit collaboration of thousands of scholarly publishers, is developing a system to let researchers agree to standard text-mining terms by clicking a button on a publisher's website. CrossRef 's Geoff Bilder hopes that the system will roll out by the end of the year.
The Copyright Clearance Center (CCC) in Danvers, Massachusetts, which works with publishers on rights licensing, is pursuing a more ambitious effort. It would act as an intermediary, collecting publishers' terms and content and storing them on a website for researchers, says the CCC's Roy Kaufman. It is working with six publishers (including Nature Publishing Group) and with drug and chemical firms eager to mine the literature.
Heather Piwowar of the National Evolutionary Synthesis Center in Durham, North Carolina, who studies how researchers use data, says that it is unfair that large firms such as Google are allowed to crawl across content to index it -yet scientists are restricted. "Is this defensible on the grounds that Google knows what it is doing but The Rest Of Us Can Not Be Trusted?, " she blogs. "I sure hope not. 
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